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SGA "Misunderstanding Causes Stir among Candidates
Election
Results
*

*

*

SGA President
Kristen Casalenuovo

SGA Vice President
There will be a run~oii
election between Til fan u
Rice and Daniel Wrau

SGA Treasurer
Scott Krogh

SGA Secretary
Stefan ie Mancuso

SGA Senators

Kyle Martin
Staff Writer
Although the elections for the
Student
Government
Association (SGA) and class
positions arc now over, the campaign process for the elections
turned into a week highlighted
by controversy, rumors, and
loose interpretations of procedure.
"...there was an incident on
Brock Commons on Thursday
(March 24) involving both the
candidates for SGA executive
president and (both of the candidates for) senior class president," current SGA Treasurer
Andy Peterson said.
As a result, the campaign
privileges of SGA executive
presidential candidate Steven
Jones and senior class presidential candidate were suspended.
"I think that because of this
incident a lot of people are
going to choose not to vote at
all and it damaged not only the
reputation of the candidates,
but the SGA as well," SGA

Chelsea Cunningham
Sara Qualkinbush
Ashleu Bilbo
Kathryn Holl
Jon Miller
Greg Zawistowski
Ashleu Theado
Brian Raska
Jacob Stetson
Ruan Halpin

See Blackboard lor complete election results-

executive presidential candidate
Kristen Casalenuovo said.
Casalenuovo felt fellow candidate Steven Jones and Craig
Smith interfered with her
planned rally.
"Craig and Steven decided to
campaign in front of mine and
[Stcfanie Seniw's] scheduled rally
Thursday
afternoon,"
Casalenuovo said. She planned
to have a d.j. perform at her rally
between the Student Union and
the Doral Dining Hall, but Smith
arrived at the event with a megaphone,
"Craig knew we were rallying,
so Craig and Steve decided to
hold a counter-rally in front of
ours. Considering our rally didn't go as scheduled, Craig had
the upper hand with the megaphone." She continued, "We
asked Craig and Steve to leave.
They refused because they said it
was public space."
Smith, however, has a different view of what occurred. "It
can be misconstrued that we
showed up at their political party
to crash the rally. We showed up

and jSeniw, senior class president candidate] asked me to
move from their spot," Smith
claimed.
"Thursday was a loosely
organized campaign event for
us. We weren't having anything
to the effect we had on Monday,
so I did not consider Thursday's
actions to be a rally," Smith said.
On March 21, Smith held an
approved rally on the stairs of
Brock Commons featuring
music and a d.j.
According to Casalenuovo,"
the actions of Smith and Jones
attracted current SGA President
Alicia Moody and Elections
Chair Amber Mader to view the
scene outside.
"We didn't witness the event,
but we saw what was going on
and we had a meeting to discuss
what was going on," Mader said.
Last Thursday's meeting
between the candidates, Mader,
and SGA Senator Scott Kroghs,
according to Smith, was held to
determine the definition of a
rally.

"We got a dictionary and we
thought it was ambiguous," Smith
said. As explained in the current
SGA Constitution, there is no
definition of the term rally, only
the process of notification for a
rally.
Under the current constitution,
"All organizations or candidates
organizing official election rallies
and/or debates must notify the
Elections and Regulations Chair
at least 48 hours before the
event."
"At no time were there charges
being turned in at the time of the
meeting," Smith said.
According to Mader, at 8:41
p.m. last Thursday, the campaign
privileges for Smith and Jones
were suspended, but the candidates were still allowed to run for
their respective offices.
Mader adds, "I made the decision to suspend all campaigning
after talking with Alicia Moody to
see what was best."

see SGA p. 8

Longwood Students Lose Home to Fire
Kelly Fischer & Stacey Kluttz
Staff Writers
In the early hours of Saturday
morning, March 26, 2005, a fire
demolished the house of
Longwood
students
Jake
Krekorian, Todd Sturgill, and Paul
Schinkel.
The fire destroyed the house
but harmed no one. The cause of
the fire has not yet been determined.
The sole person occupying the
house at the time of the fire was
Sturgill, a senior at Longwood
University and a member of the
Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity.
"I was talking to my mom on
the phone and heard the smoke
detector going off," Sturgill said.
"I went downstairs and saw
smoke coming from Jake's room.
I then ran back upstairs to put on
some pants and shoes, then

grabbed the fire extinguisher and
earthly possession plus a band's
kicked Jake's door open to begin
worth of equipment, drum set,
spraying the
extinguisher."
As Sturgill
escaped, he
watched as
his
home
disintegrated. "I was
thinking, oh
****, hurry
up Farmville
fire department."
Sturgill has ^ neremains oj the house where Jak<
lived in the Kre*or,an> Todd Sturgill and Paul Schinke
thota fcf Stacy Klutti
reside.
house for twol
semesters and said that the
etc," Sturgill said. "Jake lost all
house has been there since the
of his artwork so he has no
early 1900s.
portfolio to get a job. Luckily
The students have received
we all have insurance, USAA.
assistance from the school and
Also, the school has helped us
community.
move into Stanley Park and is
"We lost everything, every

paying for our utilities."
The landlord is also lending a
hand according to Sturgill. "He
said that if we need anything to
call him."
The Longwood community
has helped them with the necessities that people take for granted like an alarm clock and a
radio, for example.
Schinkel, who came home t
the damage, said, "We really
appreciate everyone helping us
out The first couple of days
were kind of shock and depression that we lost everything but
by Easter night, 1 started to realize that it could have happened
at any other time, especially
when all of us were there, without a fire alarm since we only
just installed it a month ago."
In order to help the students,
necessities may be dropped off
at Stanley Park, 204 G.
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Editorial

March 10, 2005

Schiavo Case: How Can Anyone Be So Selfish?
I suppose I am no different then alive for a couple years. Getting
everyone involved in this case second opinions, exploring possiwho demands to be heard.
ble options and experimenting
Too be completely honest with new medications is completeand open, I just want to say to ly understandable. For a couple
everyone who is fighting to keep years.
her alive, how selfish can a perBut we arc talking more then a
son be?
decade. For 15 years, the body of
The fight for "Terri Schiavo has been kept functional
Schiavo's life" isn't about Terri by machines and feeding rubes that
Schiavo and what is best for her. supply her with just enough nutriIt's about the self-centeredness tion to keep her heart beating and
of human nature, masqueraded her blood circulating What is
in the form of her parents.
enough?
Everyone knows the case by
I have grave sympathy for
now, so I am not going to waste Michael Schiavo in his desperate
anyone's time by rehashing the attempts to do his wife justice and
events'of the past couple weeks. let her finaUy be in peace. I can
But seriously, that poor girl.
relate to his situation, although not
FIFTEEN YEARS. She has nearly to the same degree.
"lived" as a vegetable, with only
This past fall my grandmother,
a litde more then half her brain, who lived with my family and who
and without the ability to move, I loved dearly, fell, causing bleeding
communicate, think or even feel in her brain.
pain.
She hadn't had major health
I understand keeping her problems that would cause her to
pass any time soon; she fell in a
freak accident that left her a vegetable.
My family and I listened to the
doctors as they explained her situation and the diagnosis that she
Box 2901
Phone: 434-395-2120 would never recover from being
Longwood University
Fax: 434-395-2237 anything more then a vegetable.
FarmviUe, VA 23909
rotunda@longwood.edu
We got second, third and fourth
opinions and we all listened to the
same thing over and over again:
she didn't even have enough brain
Editor-in-Chief
Bobbi Thibo
waves to feel pain.
Asst. Editor
Janet Jones
PR Manager
Stacey Kluttz
PR Manager
Eddie Truslow
Opinion Editor
Tanner Keith
Arts/Entertainment Editor
Janet Jones
Features Editor
Amanda Segni
Sports Editor
Patrick Sullivan
Dear Editor,
Cartoonist
Ellie Woodruff
Faculty Advisor
Lucinda Sinclair
This letter is in response to
February 24th "HoUywood Needs
to Stop Forcing Agendas"
Whiners have shaped America
The Rotunda, the student newspaper at Longwood University, is puband whining is what we do best.
lished weekly during the academic year (except holidays and exam
Sure, at rimes this whining can
periods) and is printed in the offices of the twmville Herald, FarmviUe,
become annoying, but we must disVA.
cuss our opinions.
All articles, advertisements, letters to the editor, and pictures must
I guess I can assume with our
be received by nine p.m. the Sunday prior to the next Thursday's pubanonymous writer that most of
lication. AU letters to the editor must be typed and includenamc and
these HoUywood Stars seem to be
telephone number. Any person wishing to have his/her name not
liberal, and I do agree that they
appear on the published letter must request so in writing. AU letters are
have a lot of influence over the
subject to editing.
masses, but this does not mean
The Rotunda is an equal opportunity volunteer organization and is
that they take advantage of First
looking for people who are interested in writing or layout. We curAmendment
rendy have positions available and ask anyone who is interested to
By the nature of amendment
come to our meetings, on Tuesdays at 7:00 PM.
you cannot abuse it.
Watching a commercial about
Everyone
in America,
and probably
everyone in
surrounding
countries,
has heard of
Terri Schiavo and her current situation.
We have listened to testimony
from her husband, from her parents, from what seems like millions of doctors and "experts"
and even from the Reverend Jesse
Jackson.
And of course we can't forget the government's never-ending involvement.
It seems like everyone has an
opinion, and everyone wants to
be heard. Yes, many people think
that the case is being over-publicized, over-analyzed and overdone.
But I too have an opinion, and

After the most difficult deci- responsive vegetable she had
sion my family has ever had to been for 15 years?
I want to yell; don't you want
made, we decided what was best
your
daughter to be remembered
for my grandma, what was truly in
by
her
family, her friends and the
HER best interest, and not ours,
pubUc
as
a person full of Ufe and
was to let her go. She wouldn't
want to "live" bke this, and we did- love? I have to resist the urge to
n't want to be the selfish ones to scream: now, thanks to your selfish actions your daughter will be
hold on to her for our own sake.
I've been there, so have my remembered as nothing but a
parents, and even though it wasn't court case.
Way to go.
what was best for us emotionaUy,
I don't mean to sound too
it was what was best for her. If
incredibly
harsh. I know that this
you reaUy and truly love someone,
position
is
a horrible one to be in,
you have to know when to let go
no
matter
who you are or how
Looking back at that experience, I think to myself, how can pubUcized your case is. But the
her parents do this? How could facts don't change. The poor girl
her husband put up with it for as has been in a vegetative state,
with no hope of recovering, for
long as he did?
Can you really, truly love 15 years.
Her husband has been unable
someone if you are able to let him
to
move on his life because he
or her suffer for 15 years, knowing
won't
remarry in fear of losing
that that is not what he or she
custody
over her situation. Her
wanted?
friends
have
to stand by and
This "fight for life," better
watch
her
be
a
vegetable, not the
known as the current three-ring
circus, has strayed away from pro- girl they remember.
I know its hard, but stop
tecting the rights of a suffering
human being and has turned into a being selfish. Let her body go,
battle between the government her soul has been gone for 15
and the husband versus the par- years.
ents.
Every time I turn on the television, I just want to scream, if
you love her, let her go! Don't you
want to remember her as your
happy, healthy beautiful daughter
Bobbi Thibo
and not the sick, dying, nonEditor-In-Cbiif

Letter to the Editor
food can make me hungry and
Thomas Paine's pamphlets can
help move people to revolt.
But this is not abuse.
I also cannot agree with our
writer that, "they are only enraging
people who disagree with them."
We aU have a choice to be
enraged.
No one can make you be angry.
This is true no matter how difficult or personal the argument
and no matter how much power
the arguer has, whether it's King
George or a Hollywood Star.
It is hard to not be affected by
the many images that get thrown
at us by the media.
With this right of free speech
comes a huge responsibility to the
citizen, a responsibUity which soci-

ety has forgotten about.
We must think about what we
hear and what we Usten to and we
must also be able to filter this
very confusing stuff and communicate about it.
I am glad that our writer was
not wearing a pacifier.
His or her writing has gotten
me to think a Uttle.
I thought so much about it
that I decided to take my pacifier
out to write about it.
-John GUbert

Opinion

March 31, 2005
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Props and Drops
The Rotunda would like to encourage -anyone and everyone
to submit props and drops to rotunda@longwood.edu

The/'Actb/Ltf? i*your outlet forbattU*^x?ciaJ/try uttu&cu^thi*^ that iuch. thi^Uryour
your chance/todo-iotnethina-aboutyocietale*U*, ir^tead of jutt whiturig-about thenu Soapeak/ up arul act up. Becauta if you!re/ not maa\ you/'re/ not paying/ atter&oru I mail
Actt/tUt idea* to roturula@lo*\g\uood\ecUu

How Hard is it to be a Vegetarian in Todau s World?
Mancet Kaur
U-Wirt

Whether it is for living a healthier lifestyle or moral reasons,
many people decide either to
become vegetarians or have
never eaten meat in their entire
lives.
I decided I would not eat meat
Feb. 10 because of personal reasons.
My cousin had to give it up for
health reasons, and I wanted to
give him moral support so we
could go through it together.
His vegetarian lifestyle became
a semi-vegetarian lifestyle due to
the rare vegetarian food
varieties. 1 have often
felt the need to break
my diet due to the same
reasons but have held
strong.
It seems so much
more difficult to give up
meat if you have already
eaten it. People who
have never eaten meat
there entire lives have
made their bodies
accustomed to not eating meat, but I am
Punjabi.
The Punjabi culture is
known for eating lots of
meat, so while I grew
up, my dad would force
me to eat meat because
he did not want me to
become weak.
He gave up meat
many years ago and has
been able to stick to it,
yet he still wanted me
not to stop eating meat.
He even used to cut
up the chicken for me.
Ironically my grandmother has supported
me throughout all of
this.
When I look at my family now,
about half of them are vegetarians.
So a lot has changed over the
years because all of them used to

eat meat, and now either they
have cut it down or stopped
completely.
The reason why so many people fold on vegetarianism is
because it is so rare to find a
variety of vegetarian food.
I visit Club Busch every day
because I am a first-year student, and we are forced to buy a
meal plan we all know we will
never finish.
And they wonder why the
"freshman 15" hits.
Normally the only thing to
eat for a vegetarian is one soup,
pizza, a sandwich, salad or cereal.

Now that seems okay, but
think about having this variety
on a daily basis for two to three
meals a day. It becomes repulsive.
The sad thing is that I find it

harder to be a vegetarian when I
am at home.
I went out with my cousins, and
the only place to eat was
McDonald's. Both of my cousins
had something involving chicken, I
looked at the combos three times,
and even the salads had chicken in
them.
There are NO vegetarian combos. I ordered a salad without
chicken. Oh how filling it was.
Not to mention the fries. It is a
crime to go to McDonald's and not
buy fries — that has been brainwashed into my head thanks to Ray
and his partners the McDonald
brothers. Old McDonald's farm
has come a long way to
incorporate salads, so I
guess I should be thankful for that much.
Before salads, there
was nothing.
Don't get me wrong, I
do not mean to completely bash McDonald's.
McDonald's at least
supports the Ronald
McDonald House, which
is amazing It helps the
families of ill children by
giving them a place to
stay when their loved
ones are receiving treatment in near by hospitals.
Another ironic thing is
that it is the same cousin
who originally gave up
meat who was aided by
the Ronald McDonald
house.
But back to vegetarianism; it is a lifestyle choice
that requires an incredible amount of resistance,
and people who are vegetarians should be given
credit.
So I would like to
honor all of those "leaf
eaters" out there who have withheld the temptation to make life
easier and just eat meat.
It probably doesn't mean much,
but I congratulate you.

Props:
+ To warm sunny days.
+ To alternate movie endings.
+ To Cheesy Poofs.
+ To watching movies at work.
+ To The Mars Volta blowing up. (figuratively)
+ To little girls jumping into mud puddles.
+ To Justin Dorsk for rocking our world.
Drops:
- To professors not over-riding people into classes
they need to graduate.
- To Longwood turning into a bog when it rains.
- To non-stop slander from SGA candidates.
- To dying cell phones.

Speak Out
Sbould fast food companies be responsible for
w.bat tbey served
No, it's the customer's decision. They should know
what they're eating
- Kristin McRae
sophomore

No, they shouldn't. Fast food
companies just serve the customers
- Stan Schoppe
Junior
If you get big, it's your
own fault. If people are
allowed to sue fast food
companies, then I'll have
to pay more for fast
food.
-John Miller
Senior
I think what you eat is your
own choice, but I also
think that having healthy
options at fast food restaraunt is a good idea.
- Tiffany Rice
Senior
All pkUHstf Will hum

News
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Unnatural Selection

Longwood University to Host
20tk Anniversary Relay For Life
Naomi Pearson
Staff. Writer

Their goal is to cure cancer, one
step at a time. More than twenty
teams comprised of mostly
Longwood students plan to walk
in the American Cancer Society's
Relay For Life on Friday, April 8.
The twelve-hour overnight event
raises money for research and
programs in the fight against cancer and celebrates survivors of
the disease.
Most individuals and groups
take part by organizing themselves into teams, so that during
the Relay there will always be at
least one member on the track
throughout the night, as well as to
facilitate fundraising efforts.
Some of the funds raised come
from sponsorships-businesses,
organizations or individuals who
donate outright in support of the
walkers. Others collect donations
for such things as car washes or
baked goods. Because the
American Cancer Society (ACS)
is a non-profit organization,
those raising money can only suggest donation amounts rather
than set a specific price. As of last

Thursday, March 24, a litde more
than $2855 has been turned in,
only about one-fourth of the
$12,000 goal.
The kick-off begins at 6:00
PM with a reception for cancer
survivors. ACS staff member
Lori Crowe, a former Longwood
employee and Relay For Life
advisor, herself a cancer survivor, is the scheduled speaker.
Last-minute registration ends
at 7:00 PM, when the Relay itself
begins. The luminaria ceremony
to honor survivors and in memory of those who have passed on
will be at 9:00 PM.
The Relay ends at 7:00 AM,
followed by breakfast for the
participants.
Numerous bands are performing at the event along with various other entertainment and
educational programs taking
place throughout the night. The
track itself will be centered
behind the Lankford Student
Union.
All
members
of
the
I.ongwood community are invited to participate. "You can hear
stones of lives changed by programs funded by Relay For Life,"
said Amanda Jones, this year's

March 31, 2005

Kyle Castillo
StaffWriJtr

A TEAM! IVINI TO

FIGHT CANCER
«MAAMMAA«M

« H M- .bbhel J org

Relay chairperson and a junior at
Longwood. She went on to say
that anyone can join in the Relay,
make donations, volunteer or just
come to support the walkers,
because after all, "everyone is
affected by cancer in some way."
Longwood numbers several cancer survivors among its students
and staff.
To register, contact Meredith
Carr
at
434-395-4074 or
mlcarr@longwood.edu. The S10
registration fee may be paid by
cash or check. Donations can be
made through the Relay For Life
at
Longwood
website.
http://www.acsevents.org/relay/
va/longwoodu.
Longwood hosts the only
Relay For Life event in Prince
Edward County. It is a nonsmoking, alcohol-free event. This
year marks the 20th anniversary
of the Relav For Life.

Attention Class of 2005:
During your time at Longwood University, who are the people who support you
the most? Now that graduation is fast approaching, take a minute to think about
those people. They could include your friends, your professors, your parents, etc.
Wouldn't you like to say thanks for all they've done for you?
You can do this through a gift to the Class of 2005 Senior Challenge. Look for
Senior Challenge representatives throughout the semester at Senior Class events,
the Commencement Fair and in your classrooms for more information.
With a gift of $25.00 or more to the Senior Challenge, you will receive:
0
Three entries in the In Honor publication;
0
An exclusive Class of 2005 mug;
0
Invitations to Senior Class events;
0
A Class of 2005 discount card - good at local restaurants;
0
A wine and cheese reception with President and Dr. Cormier during
Senior Week.
IT IS SO EASY! YOU CAN MAKE A GIFT ONLINE AT
www.longwood.edu/advancement/seniorchallenge.html.

The first tear begins its decent,
leaving only the residue of a life
that was supposed to be.
Melissa's love overshadowed any
understanding of how a defective
gene could determine the health
of her unborn child. Willing to
sacrifice her own life if it meant
saving a child who's face was only
visible when looking within her
own heart, from the burden of
living a life with Cystic Fibrosis.
The random assembly of
genes allows for millions of children to be born with disabilities,
leaving some with shortened lives
and others with a hindered ability
to experience the full spectrum
of life.
On March 24th guest speaker
Ronald Bailey, who is the Science
correspondent for Reason magazine, gave his vision of a day
when such naturally occurring
atrocities can be forecasted and
avoided.
We stand now on the verge of
being engulfed by what Bailey
labels the, "bio-tech era." A time
in which the possibilities for
genetic human improvement are
bound only by the dogma society
places upon the science's ability
to evolve.
"The most inspiring thing
about biotech would be to drastically improve human health and
longevity, possibly even offering
the option of immortality. 1 see
that being in the cards and would
suspect that we would be able to
do that before the end of the
century" Bailey says.
Many fear what will come
from man playing the role of
God. Bailey states that members
of both the left and right wing
have moral qualms with the
direction this technology might
lead society. One fear is that the
ability to select the aesthetic and
physiological characteristics of a
child will give way to a new breed
of racism and further perpetuate
the division of the social classes.
But Bailey refutes such claims
saying, "Inequality is inscribed on
the human genome."
Bailey makes no attempt to
disguise his liberal vantage point
when discussing the ethics of
biotechnology. When discussing
the United States government's
current bio-conservative policies,

such as the March 17 th
Congressional vote to make
research on both therapeutic
and reproductive cloning illegal,
Bailey states, "People will
become prisoners of decisions if
we deny them the possibility to
better themselves."
Bailey believes that," The line
is to not do anything that can
make a diminished human
being." One such possible violation of this moral code is the
creation of trans-humans. The
ability to merge human genes
with those of an animal is a realistic possibility, but one that
Bailey claims is, "completely
immoral."
Yet the desire to improve
upon animals, especially pets,
will surely give rise to an ethical
dilemma in the near future. A
dog is already mans best friend,
so imagine having the ability to
have a lucid conversation with
him.
"The FOXP2 gene was discovered to be the gene that
allows for human speech. All
primates have this gene; ours
varies from the chimpanzees by
two base pairs. Would it be ethical to try and replace their genes
with a human gene? There
would need to be a lot of thinking about that. First off because
the gene is not only about articulate speech, but it also directs
and orchestrates a lot of the
developments of the brain in
the early stages of life."
There is no disputing that the
advancement of biotechnology
provides endless possibilities.
The ability to know and fix the
long-term health risks of a child,
as well as to improve upon the
limitations set in place by random
genetic
sequencing,
inspires some to hope and others to fear that humans will
become robots programmed to
live a destiny that they never had
control of. Bailey claims that this
fear is irrational, because
humans even now have a preprogrammed genetic makeup.
"Individual brains, not individual genes, are what make
us...Genes are at the mercy of
our brains."
With a new dawn on the horizon the ethical debate over bioengineering is sure to radiate as
intensely as the sun itself.
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For tkeWeek of April 1 - 7
7tiday the lit
Women's Lacrosse vs.
Canisus
2p.m
Movie: Meet the Fockers
Lankford ABC Rooms
7:30 p.m
Jason DeShaw performs
in Lancer Cafe
10 p.m.

fatutcby the 2nd

Sunday the 3td

Monday the 4th

Men's Baseball vs.
George Mason (2)
1 p.m.

Women'sLacrosse vs
Manhattan
12 p.m.

Poet E. Ethelbert Miller
will read in Wygal at
8 p.m.

Come play Family Feud

WMLU radio elections
9 p.m.

Happy Birthday
Laura! 1 Janet loves you!

in

Lankford Ballroom
9pm

Wednesday the 6th
Men's Baseball vs.
Appalachian State
3 p.m.

Wendy's Night Out!
support the American
Cancer Society

"The American Cancer Society Relay for life represents the hope that those lost to cancer win never
be forgotten, that those who face cancer will be
supported, and that one day cancer will be eliminated,' www,,fiar4ceTn,org.
This year, Relay for Life will take place here at
Longwood University, April 8-9, 2005. Teams from
both Longwood and Hampden-Sydney will walk
and raise money to help find the cure for cancer
and to raise awareness of cancer prevention and
treatment. 15 organizations have already signed
up to participate in this event. If you would like to
participate please contact the team relations coordinator at mlcanffikmgwood. edu.
Do »ou like helping others? Do people cone to yon for
advice? Do you want to make a difference on campus
and in the community? H so, the Peer Helpers are now
accepting applications for next semester.
If interested, applications can be picked up outside the
Peer Helper office in the Student Union or
Just email PHelpers@lonywood.edu for more information!

FARMVILLE'S PREMIER RESTAURANT
a c

Cnanetjs Waterfront C ^

IS SEBHNG APPUCATIONS FOR
WAITSTAFF EMPLOYMENT.
WEltEPAim^
SERVERS WBOWIUBEAYAILABLETOWORK
MOUGHffiADUAIION&DURINGMSIMIE^

I

IM i mlno Wcrkshcps
* I I < ACIlf.lti< m s

Please check with the
Career Center for
Deadlines for
Resumes

Career Cerner
Presentations/Info Sessions;

April5 6 p.m.

Career Center

Fining and Internship

April 6 7 p.m.

Career Center

April 13 4pjn

Career Center

Graduate & Professional Shool
Admissions
Resume & Cover Letter Writing

April 13 5 pm

Career Center

How to Ace Your Interviews
Some Recruiters Now Accepting Rmrniw'

CGI/ AMS - Friday, April 1st
First Investors - Friday, April 1st
Auditor of Public Accounts - Friday, April 15th
BB & T- Friday, April 15th
Elk Hill-Friday, April 15th
United Way - Friday, April 15th
Richmond Police Department - Monday, April 18th
Dominion Resources - Wednesday, April 20th
USA Deck, Inc., Monday, April 25th
YMCA Camp Silver Beach, Sunday, May 1st

Arts (^Entertainment
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Movie Review: Constantine
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Ricky Jennings
Staff Writer

Cc«?pG Diem
As I begrudgingly returned to Virginia after serving witness to the campfire. mean boy and cheesecake I knew things would-could never be the same.
And how could they? I finally received my revival
with a mere accent, bourbon and the girl with the
cousin
The memories of rugby songs in bars, mother on
a mechanical bull and scars from cobblestones
would only make me long for those few precious
days, and leave me with one thing I could ascertain:
I now know there is nothing more ridiculous than a
Lanatee on River Street.

By: Janet Jones

Movie Review:
Lonestar State oi
ii

Mind

Lisa Martin

Constantine entered into this
world with a gift he did not want,
the ability to recognize the halfbreed angels and demons that walk
the earth in human form.
The two main half-breed characters are the angel Gabriel, who
most know from stories in the
Bible, and the demon Barabas,
who was the murdering thief who
was set free just before Jesus' crucifixion as also mentioned in the
bible
John Constantine, played by
Keanu Reeves, is driven to take his
own life to escape the constant tormenting of his visions. But he
failed. Resurrected against his will
by the devil, he found himself
pushed back into the land of the
living.
His soul is now marked with an
attempted suicide which delivers
certain damnation after his death.
He only sits on earth with a
temporary lease on life to patrol
the terrestrial border between
heaven and hell, hoping desperately to earn his way back to salvation

While trying to save
Junior's behind, Earl gets
A small town in Bennett, Texas shot by Tinker, loses his
sets the scene for 88 minutes of own money that he had
chaos and mishaps in "Lone Star been saving to move to
LA. with Baby and has
State of Mind."
The film begins with the rob- to deal with two sets of
bery of a pizza deliveryman who drug dealers.
In the middle of all
turns out to be a drug dealer.
Tinker (Ryan Hurst) and Junior the chaos he has to stop
(DJ Quails) rob the pizza deliv- Junior's limbs from being
eryman with maxi pads stuck to cut off for spending part
their faces. From the robbery of the drug money.
Tinker knows a guy he
they get J20,000 in cash and a
met
in prison, and gets
duffle bag full of cocaine.
him
to
act like the drug
Once Earl Crest 0oshua
Jackson) hears about Tinker and dealers, so that Earl will
Junior's findings, he tries to get give them the drugs and
Junior to do the right thing and money.
When the real drug
return the drugs and money
before the drug dealers come dealers come looking for
their drugs and money,
after him.
Earl is dating Junior's cousin Earl has to steal them
and his identical stepsister, Baby back to save their lives.
This movie is a dark
(Jaime King), who is ready to
move away from Bennett to LA. comedy and is full of
avv.geoalies.com,
lssom.jpg
laughter and has some
to become a Soap Opera actress.
This film also has two other
Carl and Baby's parent got action scenes. It also has a little
names: "Coyboys and Idiots" and
married after the two had been romance, but not enough to
"Road to Hell."
make it a chick flick.
dating
This movie could be enjoyed
Earl takes Junior to Tinker's
by
anyone, especially those from
trailer and they get the drugs and
money back, and Earl hides it a small town because they could
until the drug dealers come look- possibly relate to the life that
folks in Bennett, TX are living.
ing for it.
Staff Writer
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by sending the devil's minions
back to the depths.
He is consumed by the world
around him and at odds with the

one beyond.
He's a hard-drinking, hard-living bitter hero who scorns the
very idea of heroism.
Constantine fights for the lives
of those around him, but he does
it at the cost of his own soul. His
motivations arc selfish which leave
him without a guarantee from
God of his salvation and his forgiveness.
A desperate but skeptical police
detective, Angela Dodson, who is

played by Rachel Weisz, enlists
his help in solving the unexpected and unusual death of her mentally hospitalized twin sister, who
is also played by Weisz. Their
investigation takes them through
the realms of demons and angels
that exist just beneath the existence of modern Los Angeles.
Caught in a catastrophic series
of otherworldly duals between
forces of heaven and hell, the
two become involved and seek to
find their own peace on this
world at whatever cost.
This movie is definitely worth
the money and the drive to the
theater. It is a movie that should
be on everyone's must-see or
must-buy list.
Anyone who wants to see a
movie that is going to keep on
the edge of you seat as well as
make you jump from time to time
throughout the film.
The only problem with the
movie is the slow development of
some of the characters, which at
the beginning may bring confusion to the viewer as the film
unfold.

The Longwood University Department
of Music presented Music lor Clarinets
Kristina Johnson
Staff Writer

The
Longwood
University
Department of Music presented
Music for Clarinets on Tuesday,
March 29, 2005, at 7:30 p.m. The
featured musicians included David
Niethamer, Jared Davis, Albert
Regni and Ralp Skiano, who all
reside in Richmond, Virginia.
Niethamer currently teaches
Clarinet and jazz history at
Longwood, Davis is the 2d and Eflat clarinetist for the Richmond
Symphony.
Skiano is the Principal Clarinet
for the Richmond Symphony, and
Regni teaches woodwinds at
Virginia
Commonwealth
University.

The music styles featured in
Tuesday's program include:
Beethoven, Hungarian folk music
and
contemporary
North
American and Latin American
sounds.
There are two upcoming concerts, which are both to be held
in Wygal's Molnar Recital Hall.
The first is Friday, April 1, at 7:30
p.m., which will feature a guest
voice recital by Melanie Melcher.
On Tuesday, April 5, also at
7:30 p.m., there will be a faculty
recital featuring Dr. Chris Gassier
playing selected trombone pieces.
For information about becoming a Patron of Chamber Music
at Longwood, please call
434.395.2504 or 434.395.2495.
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Simkins Lecturer Spoke About Race Relations In Prince Edward County
William 6^ Mary Professor, Dr. Melvin Patrick Ely, talked about pre-Civil War racial history.
Megan McAbee
Stqff Writer

Dr. Melvin Patrick Ely, a professor at the College of William &
Mary and author of Israel on The
Appomattox,
a
critically
acclaimed book about free
African-Americans here in Prince
Edward County, gave a Simkins
lecture on the subject at 7:30 p.m.
on Wednesday, March 9 in the
Wygal Auditorium.
The professor of history and
black studies at William & Mary,
spoke on 'Black-White Intimacy
in Prince Edward County Before
The Civil Vfor.' What was perceived as the most-moving
remark made throughout the
night invoked many responses
throughout the audience and was
widely received - and although
Ely was referring to the time
before the Civil War - it is still fitting for 2005 in Prince Edward
County
and
Longwood
University.
While referring to the intimacy
between both races Ely stated,
"Love can leap over the color

line." And ended the lecrime period and records show
that
he was the wealthiest
ture by saying, "although
there were differences
freed-slave. He made a profession by being a cobbler and
between both the freeblacks and superior-whites,
records show he owned two or
the differences were historthree of his own slaves. When
ically downplayed throughJackson died his white friends
laid him to rest in the "white
out this time period."
Ely discovered the idea
cemetery."
for the book, Israel on The
At that time it was named
Appomattox, in the 1980's,
The Farmville Cemetery.
while looking through his
Today it is named Westview
seventh grade History of
Cemetery and is located next
Virginia textbook and disto the shopping center that
covered that it contained
houses Kroger and Roses in
only one sentence referring
Prince Edward County.
to Richard Randolph. The
Ely specifically spoke about
sentence read, "Randolph
the
"intimacy and interaction
http://www.hngwood edu/ntwi/releow/timkins_ely.html
had freed his
between
blacks
slaves and grant- "Whites and blacks equally conducted business,
and whites in
ed them land in sued each other, drank together, lived together, and Prince
Edward
a place called
County" before
Israel Hill," said had intimate relationships throughout the years
the Civil War
Ely. Israel Hill
throughout
his
before the Civil War,"
was located just
lecture. Ely mentwo-miles west
many
-Dr. Melvin Patrick £/d tioned
instances that he
of modern-day
downtown Farmville. The Israel least 150 free African-Americans.
found when researching that
Hill community existed well into
Ely mentioned a man named referred to free-blacks working
the 1920's and before the Civil Booker Jackson. Jackson called and living with whites.
War housed at any given time at Israel Hill his home during this
"Whites and blacks equally con-

PURE VALUE.
Price starting at
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$
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Scion's Pure Price" purchase experience
means No haggle. No hassle.
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ducted business, sued each other,
drank together, lived together,
and had intimate relationships
throughout the years before the
Civil War," Ely said. One important example in Prince Edward's
history is that The Farmville
Baptist Church was founded in
1836 by whites and blacks.
Together the two different
groups joined and started the
church.
Ely spoke as part of a series of
two Simkins lectures given each
year. Chosen prominent scholars
lecture in honor of the late Dr.
Francis Butler Simkins (18971966). Simkins taught history at
Longwood for almost 40 years
and was viewed by most as an
important scholar in the field of
Southern History. Simkins was
also known for often taking controversial stances on important
issues throughout his life.
Ely's lecture was co-sponsored
by The Department of History,
Political Science, and Philosophy.
For
more
information:

rap-**Bi
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Catck tke Spirit: Rkoten Connects Ckemistnj to tke Community

rUufroriMly Lou/mi hMkKtlatkm
Ashley Dow
/ Dnstavod Public RtlatioM

Like most Natural Sciences professors, Dr. Melissa Rhoten is
anxiously awaiting the day she
can teach in the new science
building.
As an Assistant Professor of
Chemistry and area coordinator,
Rhoten is busy preparing her
department to move into the

SGA cont'd p. 1
The method used to notify
Smith of the decision left him
displeased. Due to the e-mail,
Smith and Jones took further
action by reading their e-mails in
their Friday classes, according to
Casalenuovo.
Last Friday, a meeting was
held at 6:30 p.m. to make
changes concerning the current
SGA Constitution outlines for
elections. Krogh, Mader, and
Dr. Laura Bayless, according to
Peterson, "...introduced some
new rules that they can't enforce
because the campaign rules are
in the constitution. In order to
ensure fairness, they asked the
candidates to honor the new
rules on good faith."
The new" rules introduced a
definition of rally as well as consequences for violating the election code. Also, as a result of
last Friday's meeting, campaigning was re-instated, according to
Peterson.
Almost common with any
political arena, rumors have
spread among the student body
concerning last week's events.
One such rumor alleged Smith
of filing a law suit against the

state-of-the-art facility this summer.
"The building is going toTiave
labs that will bring us into the
21st century," said Rhoten.
"These labs will enable us to
be more creative in classes and
have dedicated research space."
Rhoten has always had an
interest in science.
After graduating from L.C.
Bird
High
School
in
Chesterfield, she went to James
Madison University.
Rhoten studied chemistry
there and focused on going to
medical school.
However, her plans changed
with one assignment.
"I really thought I wanted to
go to medical school and
become a doctor," stated
Rhoten. "But after doing a
research project early in college,
I realized I wanted to focus on a
career in research."
As faculty adviser for the
Chemistry Club, Rhoten has
dedicated a lot of time to proschool and Mader for the decision to remove his campaign
privileges.
Smith acknowledged that he
has used a lawyer to investigate
the matter, but that he has not
filed a suit. "I felt I was being
railroaded and threatened...It
was basically a gag order
against me and it also made me
accountable for the actions of
others. But most importantly,
it disadvantaged me because I
could not campaign," Smith
said.
Regardless of the outcome,
Mader recognizes future decisions might prevent such an
incident from happening. "As
of right now, myself and Scott
Krogh are working on amending the constitution to eliminate confusion because there
are so many loopholes in the
constitution and there's no section about consequences for
breaking the election code."
Mader said. "We hope to have
that amended before the end of
the semester or put in place
before next year's elections in
hopes to prevent what has happened this and previous years
from happening again."

viding students with opportunities to present their research and
help others learn more about
chemistry.
"The club is trying to incorporate chemistry, into community
events," stated Rhoten. " In
February club members volunteered with a local Boy Scouts
troop to help the boys get their
science badge."
Recendy, Rhoten and two student members of the chemistry
club presented posters on their
original research at the American
Chemical Society Conference in
San Diego.
Rhoten presented findings on

chemically modified electrodes.
Electrodes are pieces of metal
that conduct electricity.
She plans to continue
researching electrodes.
Rhoten says she really enjoys
working with students in the
Chemistry Club and in classes.
Each year she gets to know
many
freshman
chemistry
majors.
However, she feels that even
though many students have a
real interest in the subject they
don't realize what it means to
study.
"Students have to study more
than the night before an exam,"

explained Rhoten. "All chemistry
courses build on one another.
Everything students are exposed
to will show up in other classes."
Rhoten has been at Longwood
since 2000. She received her
Ph.D. in analytical chemistry
from Virginia Commonwealth
University.
Rhoten is married to her high
school sweetheart and lives in
Amelia.
She enjoys participating in
water sports and playing racquetball.
She is a dedicated NASCAR,
New
York
Yankees
and
Indianapolis Colts fart.

Healtk Center Accuracy A Concern
Hope Hollenbeck
Staff Writtr

Students are concerned about
the accuracy of the care the
Health and Wellness Center provides.
Accounts of students have
ranged from being told they
were most likely pregnant
(although they were not sexually
active) to having their illness
brushed off as something
minute when, in fact, they were
in the beginning stages of something quite serious.
Most cases have resulted in
students seeking help from
health care professionals in their
hometown as opposed to local
care.
While the intention of the
health center is to help students,
some students have been unsatisfied with their services. "They
assume everyone is pregnant,
has an STD or mono," says
Lindsey Kleinschmit
Kleinschmit said that the
health center's biggest fault is
their ability to make assumptions that lead to improper care
and treatment for illnesses.
According to Kleinschmit,
she was treated for something
she did not have without proper
testing.
She went home to seek care
from a family doctor, to find out
she had a health issue that was

not what she was being treated
for.
Pam Higgins, Family Nurse
Practitioner and Director of the
Student Health and Wellness
Center, says this type of concern
happens at least every 3-4 years,
often after a student goes home
and the diagnosis they get from
their doctor contradicts the
health center.
Higgins says there are ways
that the STD chlamydia, which is
the most common, can be misdiagnosed.
The problem is that chlamydia
"can mimic other things", says
Higgins. Symptoms of chlamydia include burning urine, bleeding and spotting, which arc
symptomatic of a urinary tract
infection.
'Chlamydia and urinary tract
infections are the two most commonly confused; unfortunately
there is not a good test for
chlamydia that is under $100,'
according to Higgins.
Higgins says it is often cheaper to treat than to screen for diseases in cases where symptoms
are the same.
,
In a similar case, junior Beth
Martin was told she had a rash
and a virus when she visited the
health center her sophomore
year.
After going home to her doctor, she found, out she instead

had poison ivy and bronchitis.
Her doctor prescribed the
proper medication and she was
fine within a few days.
"All they had to do was prescribe the Z-Pack, but because
they didn't I just became sicker",
said Martin. Martin visited the
health center again this fall "and
they gave me the medicine I
needed, I was surprised", said
Martin.
However, she is still hesitant
to seek help from the center and
instead goes to her hospital at
home.
A further complaint from
Martin is the hoops you sometimes have to jump through to
obtain an appointment.
"I was sick with a temperature, I couldn't sleep, go to class
or anything and they still wouldn't give me an appointment,"
said Martin frustrated.
Martin was denied an
appointment despite calling
right at opening and told her she
could not be fit in for another
day.
However, things changed
when Martin's mother called.
They said they could see her
right away.
Students are taken on an
appointment basis only, made by
calling in or in persoa

See HEALTH p. 9
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Students arc asked what the
reason for the appointment is to
assess the "acuity level", or how
time-based the illness is. At the
appointment, an RN or assistant
may take the vitals and, if needed, pregnancy and strep tests can
be done.
All tests are done confidentially and results are never given
over the phone. "It's a privacy
right...If we didn't do it that
way, students would be afraid to
come," says Higgins.
To foster a positive relationship between students and the
health center, there is a student
advisory board, referred to as
Student Health Partners. These
students typically seek a future in
health care. They conduct surveys and notify the health center
on which student health issues
should be focused on.
If anyone would like to learn
more about the Student Health
and Wellness Center or have any
questions or concerns, please
contact Pam Higgins at
higginspe@longwood.edu.
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Greek Life Diversity on Longwood s Campus
Sarah-Tyler Moore
Shtf Writer
It's an unintentional secret that
Longwood is the home of four
black sororities and two black
fraternities.
A secret that the sisters of
Alpha Kappa Alpha, Delta
Sigma Theta, Zeta Phi Beta, and
Sigma Gamma Rho shouted out
for Women's History Month
Dedication and compassion
poured
out
of
Audrey
Henderson's (Zeta Phi Beta)
song about her sorority's founding, as paused several times to
speak the audience and flash a
smile. It was also apparent in
Melanie
Bundick's
(Sigma
Gamma Rho) step dance she
managed to execute perfectly
while simultaneously shouting
out her organization's roots.
These
unconventional
approaches showed the Vomen's
recognition for the determination that was exerted and opposi-

tion that was overcome for the
Sigma Gamma Rho's
Beta was the first sorority to be pus.
sororities to exist. They're proud constitutionally bound to a fra- motto is "greater service, greater
of their sisterhood's accomplish- ternity (Phi Beta Sigma).
progress."
ments. Nearly a century ago
The organization believes that
Alpha Kappa Alpha, Delta
other passionate, pioneering every woman regardless of Sigma Theta, Zeta Phi Beta, and
women laid the groundwork for "regardless of race, creed, or Sigma Gamma Rho as well as
Black sororities nation-wide:
color, who has high standards the two Black fraternities Alpha
Alpha Kappa Alpha
and principles, a good scholarly Phi Alpha and Phi Beta Sigma,
Alpha Kappa Alpha was average and an active interest in are all part of the National
founded in 1908 at Howard
all things that she undertakes to Panhellenic Council (NPHC),
University, and is the first Greekaccomplish," can be a Zeta.
founded in 1930.
letter organization chartered by Sigma Gamma Rho
The NPHC is a governing
Black women in the U.S.
Sigma Gamma Rho differs body that works to ensure unaOver 170,000 women
nimity of thought and
worldwide arc sisters of "J don't think anybody's hesitant to action, while simultaneAlpha Kappa Alpha.
accept diversity-black, white, whatever, ously encouraging indiDelta Sigma Theta
you just want them to accept what your vidual identities. NPHC's
Because of Alpha Kappa organization is about."
main objective is advanc- Justin Wilkes ing their message of
Alpha's efforts, in 1913 at
Howard University, Delta
unprejudiced service.
Sigma Theta was formed.
"I don't think anybody's hesifrom the other sororities in that it
The founders participated in a was founded exclusively by teach- tant to accept diversity-black,
march on Washington DC. for ers.
white, whatever you just want
women's suffrage. Today, the
Five female educators helped them to accept what your organsorority has 23 charters.
create the organization's charter ization is about," said Justin
Zeta Phi Beta
at Butler University in 1929. It Wilkes, Alpha Phi Alpha senior
Also founded at Howard was also the first black sorority and president of NPHC on
University (in 1920), Zeta Phi on a predominandy. white cam- campus.
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* Three bedroom apartments starting at $385.
* Why worry about monthly bills? All utilities are included except for telephone service.
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Baseball Splits Series With Indiana Hoosiers; 1^1
Brian McCullougn Limits Number One Olfense in Big Ten to Just Tkree Hits
Sieve Reeves
SU$ Writer
Longwood's victory in the second
game of Saturday's match up was
considered by Coach Buddy
Bolding to be "the biggest win in
the history of the program.
"This win is the most vital win for
where we are going. I'm very
proud of my kids, and I told
them to enjoy every moment of
it," said Bolding.
The Lancers (8-17) split a twogame series this past Saturday
with visiting Indiana University,
marking the first time in school
history that Longwood has competed against a Big Ten school.
Led by Bob Morgan in his 22nd
year as head coach, The Hoosiers
took the first of two with a 10-4
victory, utilizing right hander Josh
Lewis on the mound. The open-

er kicked off with Indiana outfielder Reggie Watson showcasing his ability at the plate.
The leadoff Watson singled
and then stole second, and was
later advanced to third on a
grounder. Watson scored a few
minutes later, putting Indiana up
1-0 in just the first inning The
Hoosiers saw offense from Joe
Kemp, and in fielder Jay Brant, as
well as a handful of others.
Kemp, Brant, and Watson combined to see 14 at bats and
record eight hits from those at
bat. Scoring a combined five out
of the 10 posted runs, Kemp,
Brant and Watson held a distinct
presence throughout the duration of the first game.
The second game win was
proof
for
Bolding
that
Longwood is heading in the right

direction in their re-classification
to Division I athletics. "It's a
great step for the program," said
Bolding, who has spent the past
26
years developing
the
Longwood Baseball program.
The final installment of the double-header last Saturday featured
sophomore standout Brain
McCullough on the mound for
'his
Longwood
Lancers.
McCullough, who is classified as
a right handed sidearm pitcher,
was able to get his curve, changeup and fastball working well.
Having solidified a high degree
of confidence in his pitching,
McCullough takes pride in
throwing the heat. "My fastball is
probably the best pitch I have,"
he said.
On offense, outfielder Matt
Duval led Longwood, posting

three hits, one RBI and one run.
His first at bat of the shortened,
seven inning game, Duval sent a
screaming low drive to starded
southpaw
pitcher
Brad
Davidson, as if to send a message
early.
Teammate
McCullough tipped his hat to
Duval, saying that "he played
very well today."
Chris Balus, Tyler Ames, and
Nick Von Gersdoff also scored
for the Lancers, securing a 4-1
lead after the top of the 7th,
when
the
boys
from
Bloomington got retired quickly,
now 13-5 in their 2005 campaign.
Right fielder Louis Ulrich,
designated
hitter
Charlie
Yarbrough who crushed a solo
shot almost into the road during
the first game, second baseman

Danny McCraw, and first baseman Travis Lydon, were all able
to post hits for Longwood. The
ease at which the Lancers hit off
of Davidson eventually required a
pitching change, decided on by
Hoosier's Head Coach Bob
Morgan. Morgan put the ball in
four different pitcher's hands
throughout the duration of the
game. Right hander Joe Trucchio
was called from the bullpen who
later gave the game ball to be
thrown by lefty Clint Crosier.
Finally Chris McCombs was
called in to finish off the top of
the 6th inning, but by that time
Longwood had furthered their
lead to 4-1, clinching the victory
at Lancer Stadium.
The Lancers play host to
Appalachian State on Wednesday,
April sixth at 3 p.m.

Women's Goll Finishes Tkird at Willilam ant
Mary Invitational; Hicks Claims Top Prize

MISS
HOCKEY?

John Rosenstock
Staff Writer

Richmond Riverdogs vs.
Danbury Trashers
Plus
Battle of the Bands
4 of Richmond's top bands battle it out

during the intermissions. You can win prizes as
well during the game.
Saturday April 2nd, Bus Leaves at 5:30.
Returns around 11.
Tickets on sale at the Recreation Area in the

Student Union Starting March 7th
from 8:30 am-4:30 pm
$7 includes ticket and bus ride.

A

For more information come by the main office of the Student Union, call 2103 or e-mail linkfordjn loogwood.edn

TLe hands competing this Saturday at 7:35 are

The Rackel Legco Band, In-Session,
59H20 and Copper Sails.

Junior Stephanie Hicks is becoming accustomed to the winners
circle in women's collegiate golf.
Hicks claimed first place her
freshmen
year
at
the
Tusculum/Agnes
McAmis
Memorial and tied for first at the
Pat Bradley Invitational as a
sophomore. Coming into the
William and Mary Invitational,
Hicks had finished in the top-five
in the last four events, but had
not broken through for a victory.
The third year team member was
due for a win, and it came after
impressive rounds of 73 and 70.
"I had a good feeling coming
into this tournament because I
finished the last tournament with
a one-under par round of 71,
and I am really feeling confident
with my putting," commented
Hicks, who added, "I also knew
my parents and grandparents
were going to be there, and I
always have good feelings when
they are watching"
The two day event in James
City, Virginia went well for the
rest of the team as well.
Finishing third out of the 14
teams in a strong field is a great

accomplishment for the program. Senior Tiffany Woodyer
posted rounds of 78 and 77 to
place 10th and help the Lancers
finish 12 shots ahead of the
fourth
place team,
Elon
University.
"As a team we did ok. I think
we all know that we can do better in certain areas but overall it
was a good tournament finish,"
said Hicks.
The remaining three golfers
played solid golf at the competition. Senior Amanda Diamond
finished in the top-25, shooting
82-80 for a 162 total. Fellow
Senior Tucker McCarthy posted
rounds of 84-82 for a 166 total
which was good for 41st place.
The lone freshmen on the team,
Petra Nystrom completed the
event with rounds of 87-88,
totaling for 175 strokes and tie
for 68th place, respectively.
With nine events down and
one to go, the Lancers have high
expectations for the season finale
at
the
UNC-Wilmington
Invitational. The team captured
first place as a team in the Elon
Intercollegiate in the fall and are
looking for a spring victory to
complement their triumph in

September.
"As a team I think we should
be contenders for a top position,"
commented Hicks. When asked
what her thoughts were going into
the tournament individually after
winning at William and Mary, she
said, "I'm just going to go out
there and play one shot at a time
and see what happens, that's all
you can do with this silly game."
The
UNC-Wilmington
Invitational will be played April 45 in Wilmington, NC, and will
mark the conclusion of the 20042005 season for the Longwood
women's golf team.

Weekly Trivia
Wkataretke
dimensions of
Lancer Stadium?
Last Week's Question:
How many consecutive
winning seasons have the
women's baseketball team

bad?
12
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Lancer LaCrOSSe Downs #20

PACE It

Meldere and Mason Honored
Two Lancers Earn D-I AlMndep. Honors

William 6" Mary Together"
Longwood Stuns tke Trite Witk 9-8 Victory
Kyle Martin
Staff WriUr

"Together," yelled the lacrosse
team as they broke their pre-game
huddle before hosting the #20
ranked Tribe of William & Mary
(W & M) under the lights of
Lancer field this past Tuesday.
Longwood utilized their strong
teamwork to defeat The Tribe
and gave head coach Janet
Grubbs a significant victory. "In
my Longwood career, it's the
biggest win," Grubbs said.
The Lancers got the upper
hand in the match at the 6:07
mark on sophomore attacker
Kathleen Barry's goal past junior
goalie Debby Petracca. "Getting
the lead is always helpful for
momentum. To stay with a team
like this is even more motivating
for us," senior attacker Isa
Chohen said.
Three minutes later, W & M
sophomore
attacker
Jamie
Fitzgerald fought back and fed
the pass in front of the net to junior attacker Laura Nolan to tie the
match 1-1.
A Tribe turnover gave the
Lancers the chance to once again
seize the lead and match the pace
of W & M as junior attacker Jenn
Shipp beat Petracca unassisted,
giving Longwood the 2-1 edge
with 20:54 to play. A Cohen
score gave Longwood a two-goal
lead, but W & M's Colleen Dalon
netted a goal past junior goalkeeper Emily Wilson at 13:48 for
a 3-2 score.
With 5:21 left in the half, The
Tribe tied the game at 4-4, but
sophomore midfielder Kara
Parker gave them their first lead
of the contest with 3:59 remaining.
William and Mary missed a
valuable chance to gain a twogoal lead at 27:47 when Wilson
shoved an opposing player. The
penalty gave The Tribe's Dalon
an open net shot, which she
missed wide left.
After the miss, Longwood
recovered the ball and Cohen netted her second goal of the half
with 1:16 left, creating a 5-5 tie at

halftime.
Although the contest was
heated, Cohen admits the intermission
talk
was
calm.
"[Grubbs] was cool at halftime,"
Cohen said.
One of Grubbs concerns at
the break was draw control. "We
were not getting the draw at center," Grubbs said. In the first
half, W & M won eight draws to
Longwood's three.
With both teams locked in a
dead heat, the second half
proved to be a grudge match
between the well-known and the
unknown.
Unlike the opening period,
The Tribe reached the scoreboard first with senior midfielder
Morgan Watkins blasting the ball
past Wilson on the left side of
the net at the 4:07 mark. W & M
continued to press and gained a
7-5 edge with 18:13 to play.
"William & Mary still hadn't
gained the momentum, so we
just kept playing on ours,"
Grubbs mentioned.
Although behind, the Lancers
mounted a comeback sparked by
the play of sophomore midfielder Cathleen Strain and sophomore midfielder Sophie Dress.
With 15:08 left in the game,
Dress advanced the ball, and
made the running pass to Strain
for a catch-and-shoot goal.
As the game progressed, the
level of physical contact heightened between the teams and
altered the outcome of the contest.
Back-to-back yellow card
penalties gave Longwood the
chance to tie the game and Dress
notched the score with 13:33 to
play for a 7-7 match.
The Lancers completed the
comeback at the 19:55 mark with
Cohen's game-high third score
to take the lead for the first rime
in the half.
After gaining the lead, Coach
Grubbs relied on a planned strategy to keep the advantage. The
Lancers continued to drive in
Tribe territory, but drained time
on the clock by passing the ball

around instead of attacking the
net.
With
4:08
remaining,
Longwood pulled off an amazing
acrobatic play to increase the
lead. Cohen, who had the ball
behind the net, launched a fast
pass to Strain who dived in front
of the net and hurled the ball
past Petracca for Longwood's
final score.
"Cathleen will lay her entire
body on every play. It was good
vision on Isa's part to recognize
the give-and-go," Grubbs stated.
"It's something they've been
practicing, and it was good to get
that."
W & M quickly responded,
and scored in less than a minute
for a 9-8 game. However, the
stingy Lancer defense and play of
goalie Wilson helped the Lancers
hang on for the upset victory.
"The whole premise of this
team this game was together. We
don't have the skill to do this
individually, but the synergy
when they work together is
unbeatable," Grubbs said.
"This is probably the best win
we've ever had," Wilson said. "I
think we can play with any of the
top-20 teams."
In the contest, Cohen led
Longwood and netted three goals
with Strain adding two scores.
Wilson faced 25 shots and
recorded nine saves in the victoryThe Tribe was led by Dalon
and Nolan who each scored two
goals.
Petracca recorded six saves
and faced 17 shots.
The win improves Longwood
to 5-1 and drops #20 William &
Mary to 3-5 on the season. The
Lancers will host Canisius on
Friday at 2:00 p.m. and
Manhattan at noon Sunday. "I'll
probably be looking to my subs
to carry more of the weight,"
Gurbbs said.
With the historic win complete, Grubbs said, "It's going to
help our reputation tremendously and I don't think anybody's
going to sell us short"

Sports Information

Longwood University women's
basketball senior Manta Meldere
has been named to the 2005
Division I All-Independent FirstTeam, while junior Ashley Mason
earned 2005 Division I AllIndependent
Honorable
Mention. Texas A&M-Corpus
Christi's Terra Andrews (15.8
points) was chosen as Player of
the Year, TAMUCC's Jackie
Ododa (10.3 rebounds) was
Defensive Player of the Year,
IPFWs Johnna Lewis-Carlisle
(9.8 points) was Newcomer of
the Year and Texas A&M-Corpus
Christi's Jodi Kest (23-6) was
Coach of the Year.
Meldere, a 6-0 forward/center,
finished the year averaging a double-double of 13.4 points and
11.7 rebounds per game. She also
added a team-leading 24 blocks,
along with 48 steals and 39
assists. She finished the season
with 13 double-doubles, scored
in double-figure points in 21 out
of LU's 28 contests and had 17
double-digit rebounding games.
Meldere ended the season with
328 rebounds and 1,240 total to
became the first women's basketball player in Longwood's history
to grab over 1,000 rebounds. She
also became the third leading
scorer in Lancer history with
1,552 after finishing the season
with 376. She led the team in
scoring 12 times and in rebounding all games except for four.
Meldere scored a season-high 26
points and grabbed 11 rebounds
against Southern VA. Her season-high boards was 19; grabbed
three different rimes (Norfolk St,
IPFW, Savannah St).
Meldere was named to the
Lancer
Invitational
All-

Tournament Team after averaging
15.0 points and 11.5 rebounds
over two games. She also earned
UNC
Wilmington
AllTournament Team honors after
averaging 14.0 points and 18.0
rebounds over two contests.
"I think that Marita earning
this accolade is a real exciting
thing to cap off her career," said
22nd year head coach Shirley
Duncan. "She certainly deserves
this recognition and for it to
occur during our transition to
NCAA Division I makes it even
more special."
Mason, a 5-10 forward, averaged 12.0 points, 6.4 rebounds,
1.6 steals and 1.5 assists while
shooting a team-best 54.3% (114210) from the field, including
29.0% (9-31) on three-pointers,
and 72.7% (64-88) from the free
throw line. She had season-highs
of 30 points (vs. IPFW), 15
rebounds (vs. Texas A&MCorpus Christi) and six assists (vs.
Norfolk State). Mason scored in
double-figure points in 17 games
and had three double-doubles
(12p, llr at UNC Asheville; 17p,
15r at Texas A&M-Corpus
Christi; 20p, 14r vs. Norfolk St.).
"It's an honor for Ashley to be
recognized for her play this season by the Independent NCAA
Division I institutions across the
country, "stated Duncan. "She is
an outstanding competitor who
will not be denied when playing
inside. She can add this to her
selection as a member of the AllAcademic Team as selected by the
same group, and this honor caps
off an outstanding season for
Ashley."
Longwood finished the 200405 campaign with a 15-13 overall
record.

Listen To WMLU 913 April

Otk at 3 p.m.
As Baseball Hosts
Appalackian State
For More Information visit www.wmlu.orfl

sunchase Apartments
Presents

Still undecided on your housing plans
for 2005-2006?
Would you like to set your terms for
your apartment at Sunchase?
During the week of April 4th through
April 8th, all reasonable offers will be
considered.
Please call, e-mail, or visit the leasing
office today to make you r deal!
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Sunchase Apartments
501 Sunchase Boulevard
Farmville, VA 23901
EHO
434-392-7440
www.sunchase-longwood.com
AIM Screen Name: SunchaseBuzz

